






CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY

We, the OYO Corporation Group, shall promote a harmonious relationship between 
Humankind and Nature, ensure a safe society and life by mobilizing our technology, 
and contribute to the well-being of society through our own corporate growth.

Message from the Management
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What the Society of the 21st Century requires us is 

diversity and flexibility to meet with constant change. 

However, such virtues must be tailored to the objec-

tive of “Sustainable Social Development”, and to the 

consideration for the natural environment of our 

irreplaceable Earth.

We, at OYO, will continue to provide technology and 

consultation, meeting these challenges of the times. 

Through this process, we will also create and offer 

new values for the safety and assurance of mankind. 

Because, we believe this to be the social responsibil-

ity as well as the mission of OYO Corporation.

Providing Safety and 
Assurance

Masaru Narita
President
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We believe that the prime objective of corporate manage-
ment is to increase corporate value continually by secur-
ing profit and growth, while maintaining transparency 
and fairness, even under difficult business environment. 

Philosophy on Corporate Governance

OYO acknowledges it a top priority to establish a corpo-
rate governance system which ensures appropriate 
supervision and timely execution of the management 
strategy.

1) Functional bodies and corporate governance systems 
related to management decision-making, implementation 
and supervision:
Board of Directors
The board of directors is comprised of eight directors. The 
board makes decisions on important matters of OYO’ s 
management policies, and supervises the implementation 
of duties by officers. Further, OYO has introduced the 
executive officer system to enhance corporate gover-
nance. The committee of executive officers is comprised 
of 21 executive officers (of which, six are also directors). 
The committee follows the policies decided by the board 
of directors, discusses overall management issues and 
reviews the implementation of work under the board of 
directors.
Board of Corporate Auditors
OYO employs a corporate auditor system and has four 
auditors (of which, two are outside auditors). The corpo-
rate auditors monitor the management activities by direc-
tors for adequacy and appropriateness.

2) Status of Risk Management System
OYO carries out risk management in each division 

Corporate Functional Bodies and Internal Control System

through extracting and analyzing risks, and periodically 
reviewing operations at the ordinary management 
committee meetings.
“OYO Corporate Behavior Guidelines” has been estab-
lished as behavioral guidelines to be observed by all 
directors and employees of the OYO Group. “Compliance 
Manual” has also been provided which explains specific 
behavior guidelines that comply with the above  Behavior 
Guidelines.

3) Internal Audit and Audit by Corporate Auditors
Internal Audit is conducted by the Internal Audit Team, 
comprising those from Compliance Department and other 
head office personnel. This team regularly exchanges 
information /opinions with statutory auditors, and mutually 
cooperate.

4) Internal Control System
OYO board of directors adopted “Basic Corporate Gover-
nance Policy “ at the meeting on May 12, 2006, and is at 
work to  re in force the r isk  management  system,  
compliance-based management and the group based 
management system. 

Corporate Governance
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OYO’s business started from the investigation of ground structures for public authorities. Now, it has sprung 
out to four major business domains, namely, Construction, Environment, Disaster Management, and Future 
Energy/Natural Resources. OYO has three methods to work on these domains, namely, Engineering, Con-
sultation, and very uniquely, Manufacturing of Measurement Instruments.

OYO, a Global Enterprise
with a Variety of Earth Sciences

Engineering 

Consultation

Instruments
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Construction Environment
Disaster 
Management

Future Energy / 
Natural Resources

Geophysical 
   exploration

●Geotechnical survey

●Rock mechanics test

●Soil mechanics test

●Borehole logging

●Maintenance of 
   infrastructure facilities

●Damage estimation

●Minimizing damage

●Tsunami simulation

●Rockfall simulation

●Flood simulation

●Earthquake monitoring

●Landslide monitoring

●UX/IED detection

●Environmental 
   monitoring

●New energy 
   development

●Site selection & 
   assessment

●Natural hazard 
   management

●Business continuity 
   management

●Disaster recovery 
   planning

●New buildings and 
   infrastructure projects

●Traffic management

●Tunnel assessment

●Geophysical 
   exploration

●Laboratory testing

●Preserving and reviving 
   natural environment

●Pollution recovery 
   planning

●River management

●CCS

●Pollution preventation 
   and remediation

●Underground water 
   investigation

●Heavy metal analysis

●Geotechnical testing

●Non-destructive testing
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Pollution remediation
In the 1990’s, a small island called Teshima where indus-
trial waste had been illegally dumped for years. On a 
premise of 7 ha, the industrial waste together with polluted 
soil of 670,000 tons were left to be treated. 
OYO engaged itself in the entire process of the project 
operation, starting from: site investigation, designing 
remediation program, managing the operation, and post 
project monitoring. 
After years of concerted efforts with various parties, the 
project was completed and the expected level of recovery 
was accomplished.

Construction

Environment

Engineering

Mortorway construction
Japan is a country of mountains and waters. Building 
motorways presents challenges of no comparison to 
elsewhere in the world. 
OYO took part in all the major motorway constructions, 
providing valuable information about the ground struc-
ture. Such information is important, because it affects 
the building methods, hence, the cost of construction.
A safe motorway at an appropriate cost is the aim of any 
builder. OYO has contributed by its accurate investigation 
reports and valuable advice, based on its accumulated 
experience and technology.

Highway construction

Pollution remediation
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Minimizing damage
OYO is active in natural disasters: typhoons, floods, land-
slides, earthquakes, and even volcanic eruptions. 
In 1976, when a typhoon hit Nagoya, the embankments of 
a major river collapsed. OYO engineers were there on the 
next day, conducted investigations to produce a report, 
recommending certain repair work immediately, to mini-
mize the damage. 
OYO also sent its own team of engineers to flood plains 
along the Danube in 2001, Sumatra tsunami in 2004 and 
New Orleans in 2005, right after hurricane Katrina hit the 
area.

Exploration and Testing
For natural resource exploration purposes, such as those 
for minerals, oil & gas, and underground water, OYO con-
ducts air, land and sea-born investigations employing 
such methods/applications as electrical, magnetic and 
seismic.
OYO’s high quality reports are also supported by its own 
laboratory, which since its opening in 1957, has devel-
oped new testing methods to meet with the requirements 
of the customers. 　　　
Now the laboratory is developing more advanced testing 
methods including those for rock permeability experi-
ment using super-critical CO2, and for methane hydrate 
detection in the deep seabed.

Disaster Management

Future Energy / 
      Natural Resources

Landslide damage

Methane hydrate
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BD-1 and BD-C

Injection Well

Factory

ContaminationsPumping Well

Bacteria decompose harmful 
materials in the contamination

Biological remediation technology with products known as BD-1 and BD-C.

Biological remediation
Once pollution is detected at a premise, OYO analyzes 
and forecasts the proliferation of polluted underground 
water, and provides optimum solutions to the client. 
For example, OYO has developed a biological remediation 
technology with products known as BD-1 and BD-C. 
These products activate the bacteria in the soil which 
decompose some harmful materials in question. 
This technology, thereby, provides an “in-situ” resolution 
of the pollution problem, which is safe and far more eco-
nomical than other remediation methods.

Construction

C
Environment

Consultation

Airport project
In Japan, many modern airports have been built on the 
sea, such as Tokyo-Haneda, Osaka-Kansai and Nagoya 
International airports. Such projects require geotechnical 
investigations, subsidence forecasts, and monitoring 
sinking speed of demanding accuracy. 
Kansai airport, in particular, presented a most challeng-
ing requirement. Since it was sitting on a deep soft soil 
layer, it required 400m deep all-core sampling for com-
paction testing purposes. OYO developed various cre-
ative techniques and successfully obtained samples of 
high reliability.

Airport on the sea

Biological remediation technology
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Natural hazard management
OYO provides earthquake damage estimation to city 
planners of major Japanese cities, including Tokyo, 
Yokohama and Chiba. They are used in the Disaster Re-
covery Planning and Business Continuity Management of 
these cities. 
The realm of OYO’s activities extends overseas. In 
Istanbul in the Republ ic of Turkey, OYO has been 
engaged in earthquake damage estimation projects for 
the last several years. Requested by the City of Istanbul, 
OYO has produced reports in different stages, which are 
used in the city’s disaster management programs.

Site assessment
OYO, since 1976, has been involved in the site assessment 
and determination process of virtually all such Japanese 
power plants. 
The plants are usually located on the sea coast of com-
plex geological structures, where OYO’s professional 
analysis facilitated the safe construction and operation of 
such potentially risky enterprises.

Disaster Management

Future Energy / 
      Natural Resources

Boring in Istanbul

Power plant
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Environmental monitoring
We need to monitor the condition and movement of pol-
luted underground water. S&DL mini allows measurement of 
electrical conductivity as well as water levels and tem-
peratures.
Moreover, they are used to see the influence of construction 
works on underground water tables, levels in monitoring 
wells during and after rainfalls, water level distribution at 
dam sites, and so on.
S&DL mini is a very cost effective sensor. It has an integral 
data logger, battery, pressure transducer and temperature 
sensor, all in small stainless steel housing.

Construction

I
Environment

Instruments

Geotechnical testing
Geotechnical purposes, such as LLT and elasto-meters.
These instruments facilitate geotechnical investigations 
from: shallow soft soil to deep hard rock structures on 
the ground and in the sea, as well as for both infrastructure 
and architectural building purposes.
As early as in 1965, OYO introduced “borehole logging” 
investigation to the Seto-Ohashi construction project, a 
long bridge connecting the Japanese mainland and 
Shikoku Island. 
This method was applied at numerous boring holes, in 
order to analyze the “rock layer” which supported the 
bridge basement.

Elasto-meters

S&DL mini
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Landslide monitoring
OYO developed a unique remote monitoring system called 
“i-SENSOR,” to assist and support road administrators. 
It is a “Wireless Landslide Monitoring System” using a 
cellular-phone communication network. The system is in 
action 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. It reduces the 
burden of monitoring, and enables the administrator to 
execute the pre-determined “Disaster Prevention Pro-
gram,” timely and in a systematic manner.
The sensor system is adapted and applied in many places 
in Japan, contributing to minimizing the damage caused 
by risky slopes.

Geophysical exploration
OYO provide the ultimate in marine seismic fidelity: the 
“GeoEel Solid™” from Geometrics, Inc. which is one of 
OYO’s group companies. “GeoEel Solid™” are seismo-
graphs for exploration of natural resources under the sea 
bottom. The “GeoEel Solid™” is easy to deploy, easy to 
transport and can be shipped by air. 
Combine several “GeoEel Solid™” with “P-Cable™ 
System” for an ef f icient and ef fective survey. The 
revolutionary “P-Cable™ System” provides unparalleled 
data quality and resolution far exceeding conventional 3D.

Disaster Management

Future Energy / 
      Natural Resources

i-SENSOR

P-Cable



Our Experience

OUR EXPERIENCE WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE
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Groundwater

Environment

Natural Disasters

Earthquake Disasters

Damage Surveys(Earthquakes, Tsunamis, Floods, Others)

Damage Survey Area



OUR EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN

JAPAN
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Buildings and Architecture

Dams

Rivers / Lakes / Water Processing Facilities

Landslides / Slope Surface Failure Treatments

Harbors / Airports

Tunnels

Motorways and Bridges

Local Area Development Projects / Landfills

Power Stations and Energy-related



R&D
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OYO’s high quality reports are also supported by its own 
laboratory, which since its opening in 1957, has devel-
oped new testing methods to meet with the requirements 
of the customers.　　　
Now the laboratory is developing more advanced testing 
methods including those for rock permeability experi-
ment using super-critical CO2, and for methane hydrate 
detection in the deep seabed.

OYO Laboratory, “Core-lab”
OYO has a unique research laboratory to support these 
operations. 
It is the “OYO Ecological Engineering Institute” located 
right beside a dam north of Tokyo.  
It is here that OYO’s ecological studies of long-term 
nature are being carried out, utilizing living samples 
available in the vicinity of the dam. Effects of water, 
climate and other living conditions are analyzed to support 
OYO’s activities. 

OYO Ecological Engineering Institute

OYO Laboratory, “Core-lab”

OYO Ecological Engineering Institute
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Group Business Network
(As of April 1, 2016)

OYO Seismic Instrumentation 
Corporation

Kinemetrics, Inc.

Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc.

Geometrics, Inc.

Robertson Geologging Ltd

Domestic Overseas

 OYO Geo-monitoring Service 
Corporation

OYO Geo Technical Service  
Corporation

Measuring Instruments
Business

Geo-Engineering and 
Consultation Services 

OYO Resources Management 
Corporation 

Tohoku Boring Co., Ltd

NS Environmental Science 
Consultant Corporation

Ocean Engineering Corporation

KOEI Consultant Co., Ltd

OYO International Corporation

Nankyu Geo Technics Corporation

OYO RMS Corporation

OYO Corporation U.S.A.
(Holding Company of Overseas Subsidiaries)

NCS SubSea, Inc.

* IRIS Instruments SAS

 * Tianjin Smart Sensor Technology 
Co., Ltd

OYO Corporation, Pacific

* Affiliated Companies Accounted for 
by the Equity-method

OYO Corporation

* Engineering & Risk Services  
Corporation

KCS Co. Ltd

Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc.

NCS SubSea, Inc.

Geometrics, Inc.

OYO Corporation U.S.A.
Kinemetrics, Inc.

Robertson Geologging Ltd

IRIS Instruments SAS

OYO Corporation, Pacific

OYO Corporation

Tianjin Smart Sensor Technology Co., Ltd



Head Office
7 Kanda-Mitoshiro-cho, 
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 101-8486, Japan
Tel: +81-3-5577-4501
Fax: +81-3-5577-4567
www.oyo.co.jp
E-mail: prosight@oyonet.oyo.co.jp

[Subsidiaries]

NS Environmental Science Consultant Corporation
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan  
(Environmental surveys and environmental assessment)
www.ns-kankyo.co.jp

KCS Co. Ltd
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Road planning, transportation analysis, regional planning, 
environmental evaluation, and ecosystem survey)
www.kcsweb.co.jp

Tohoku Boring Co., Ltd
Sendai, Miyagi, Japan
(Geological investigation, landslip prevention and well drilling)
www.tbor.co.jp

Ocean Engineering Corporation
Saitama, Saitama, Japan 
(Marine surveying and investigation)
www.ocean-eng.com
E-mail: ocean-eng@pop17.odn.ne.jp

KOEI Consultant Co., Ltd
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Civil engineering services related design, surveying and 
investigation and project management)
www.koei-ds.co.jp

OYO International Corporation
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan  
(Geotechnical, environmental and disaster prevention 
engineering services)
www.oyointer.com
E-mail: oic@oyointer.com

OYO RMS Corporation
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan   
(Damage risk evaluation and risk management for 
earthquake and typhoon disasters)
www.oyorms.co.jp
E-mail: oyorms@oyorms.co.jp

Nankyu Geo Technics Corporation
Kagoshima, Kagoshima, Japan
(Geological investigation and geophysical services)
www.nan9.co.jp

OYO Geo Technical Service Corporation
Toshima-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Soil investigation and seismic evaluation)
www.oyogts.co.jp

OYO Seismic Instrumentation Corporation
Saitama, Saitama, Japan  
(Sale of seismometers and 
seismological instrumentation services)
www.oyosi.co.jp

OYO Resources Management Corporation 
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
(Sale of software & hardware products for geological & 
environmental investigation, temporary personnel agency, 
nonlife insurance agency)
www.oyorm.co.jp

OYO Geo-monitoring Service Corporation
Kawaguchi, Saitama, Japan 
(Geo-monitoring service and instruments rental)
www.oyoks.co.jp

[Overseas Subsidiaries]

OYO Corporation U.S.A.
Pasadena, California, U.S.A.
(Holding company of US & UK operating subsidiaries)

Kinemetrics, Inc.
Pasadena, California, U.S.A.
(Manufacturing and sale of seismometers, strong motion 
seismometers and seismic observation systems)
www.kinemetrics.com
E-mail: sales@kmi.com

Geometrics, Inc.
San Jose, California, U.S.A.
(Manufacturing and sale of geophysical instruments)
www.geometrics.com
E-mail: sales@mail.geometrics.com

Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc.
Nashua, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
(Manufacturing and sale of ground penetrating radar systems)
www.geophysical.com
E-mail: sales@geophysical.com

Robertson Geologging Ltd
Deganwy, Conwy, U.K.
(Manufacturing and sale of slimhole  logging systems)
www.geologging.com
E-mail: sales@geologging.com

NCS SubSea, Inc.
Stafford, Texas, U.S.A.
(Marine survey and geophysical services)
www.ncs-subsea.com
E-mail: info@ncs-subsea.com

OYO Corporation, Pacific
Tumon, Guam, U.S.A.
(Geotechnical Investigation/Reporting/Consulting Services)
www.oyopacific.com
E-mail: info@oyopacific.com

[Affiliates]

Engineering & Risk Services Corporation
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan   
(Natural disaster engineering and  risk analyzing services and 
environmental site assessment)
www.ers-co.co.jp
E-mail: webmaster@ers–co.co.jp

[Overseas Affiliates]

IRIS Instruments SAS
Orleans, France
(Manufacturing and sale of geophysical instruments)
www.iris-instruments.com
E-mail: info@iris-instruments.com

Tianjin Smart Sensor Technology Co., Ltd
Tianjin, P.R.China 
(Manufacturing and sale of geological hazard monitoring 
instruments)
www.tssiot.com

OYO’s Subsidiaries and Affiliates
(As of April 1, 2016)

* Japanese only

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*



Board of Directors, Officers and 
Corporate Auditors
(As of April 1, 2016)

President  
Masaru Narita*

Deputy President 
Tsuneaki Iwasaki*

Director and Senior Executive Officers
Fumihiro Domoto
Masami Nagase
Jun Shigenobu
Kenji Sato
Yuichi Hirashima

Outside Director
Kazunori Yagi
Kaoru Nakamura

Statutory Corporate Auditors
Kazunori Nishida
Noboru Nagao

Corporate Auditors 
Shunji Saito
Jun Naito
 
Senior Executive Officers
Wataru Nakagawa

Executive Officers   
Shinichi Hiramatsu
Toshihiko Tanaka
Masato Kawachi
Osamu Ide
Yasunori Shoji
Masahiro Oshima
Masuo Harada
Shinichi Iwashita
Kenji Tobita
Hiromasa Shima
Hiroo Ouchi
Nobutaka Ogi
Shinichi Kagawa
Susumu Hashimoto
Toshiro Yoshiyama

*Representative Director

Corporate Data
 (As of December 31, 2015)

Name
OYO CORPORATION
 
Incorporated
May 2, 1957

Paid-in Capital
¥16,174,600 thousand (U.S.$134,184 thousand)

Number of Employees
2,028 (consolidated)
1,050 (non-consolidated) 

Number of Sales Offices
50 (as of April 1, 2016)

Listing
The Tokyo Stock Exchange (First Section) 

Code Number
9755

Financial Year
January 1 to December 31

Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
March

Transfer Agent
Tokyo Securities Transfer Agent Co. Ltd.
3-11, Kandanishiki-cho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 100-0054
Tel: +81-3-3518-6772

Auditor 
Ernst & Young ShinNihon LLC
Hibiya Kokusai Bldg.
2-2-3 Uchisaiwai-cho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 100-0011
C.P.O. Box 1196, Tokyo, Japan 100-8641
Tel: +81-3-3503-1100

1957 Founded OYO Geological Survey Office

1982 Relocated head office to current location

1983 Established OYO Corporation U.S.A.

1985 Name of company changed to the current  
                OYO Corporation

1986 Acquisition of TOHOKU BORING Co.,LTD.

1988 Established Nankyu Geo Technics Co.

1990 Acquisition of GSSI (Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc.)

1991 Company listed on TSE Second Section 

             Acquisition of Kinemetrics, Inc. Acquisition of 
                IRIS Instruments S.A.

1992 Acquisition of NS Environmental Science Consultant 
                Corporation 

             Acquisition of Robertson Geologging LTD.

1995 Company listed on TSE First Section

1996 Established Ocean Engineering Corporation 

             Established OYO Seismometer Inc. 

1997 Acquisition of KOEI Consultant Co.,Ltd. 

             Acquisition of Geometrics, Inc. 

             Established OYO International Corporation

Progress of OYO Corporation 1957 to 2015

1998 Established Engineering & Risk Services Corporation 

             Established OYO RMS Corporation

2003 Established OYO Geotechnical Service Corporation

2006 Acquisition of KCS (Knowledge Consulting for Solution)    

             Split OYO RMS Corporation to RMS Japan Corporation 
                and OYO RMS Corporation

2007 50th Anniversary

2010  NS Environmental Science Consultant Corporation     
                becomes a wholly owned subsidiary company

             Established OYO Corporation, Pacific

2012     OYO Geospace Corporation is no longer an affiliate of  
                the Company under the equity method.

             Established Tianjin Smart Sensor Technology Co., Ltd

2013     Acquisition of NCS SubSea, Inc.  

             Relocated head office to current location

2014 Established Guiding Principles for Corporate Social 
                Responsibility

             Participated in GEM (Global Earthquake Model) Foundation

2015     Conducted survey of damage on Nepal earthquake 
                disaster



Share Overview
 (As of December 31, 2015)

Number of Authorized Shares 
120,000,000 shares 

Number of Shares Issued 
32,082,573 shares 
(of which, Treasury Stock: 4,804,784 shares)

Shares per Trading Unit 
100 shares

Number of Shareholders 
7,108
(excluding shareholders who only hold shares
 less than one unit)

Breakdown of Shareholders 

Financial institutions
18.0%

Securities firms
1.4%

Other corporations
18.2%

Foreign corporations, etc.
15.2%

Individuals, other
32.2%

Treasury stocks
15.0%

Trade name

FUKADA GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

Kyoko Fukada

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd.

Ruriko Suga

OYO Corporation Employee Shareholders Association

Mizuho Bank, Ltd.

RBC ISB A/C DUB NON RESIDENT - TREATY RATE 

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd.

GOLDMAN, SACHS & CO. REG

Pershing Division of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette
SEC.Corporation

Number of shares

3,448,500

1,765,788

999,700

936,782

934,113

860,000

811,045

652,900

584,100

506,925

Shareholding
ratio 
(%)

12.6

6.5

3.7

3.4

3.4

3.2

3.0

2.4

2.1

1.9

Principal Shareholders

* Shareholding ratio is deducted the treasury stock (4,804,784) in the calculation.


